
THE INDEPENDENCE OF �1nAMIR LESHEM AND MENACHEM MAGIDORAbstract. In this paper we prove the independence of �1n for n � 3. We showthat �14 can be forced to be above any ordinal of L using set forcing. For �13 weprove that it can be forced, using set forcing, to be above any L cardinal � s.t.� is �1 de�nable without parameters in L. We then show that �13 cannot beforced by a set forcing to be above every cardinal of L. Finally we present aclass forcing construction to make �13 greater than any given L cardinal.1. IntroductionIn this paper we are interested in de�nable well-orderings of the natural num-bers. De�ne�1n = supfotp(�) j� is a well-ordering of ! & � is �1n de�nableg: (1.1)A well-known theorem of Spector [10] states that �11 = !CK1 , where!CK1 = supf� j 9f (f : ! ! � & f is recursive)g: (1.2)�12 is the �rst stable ordinal [6] i.e. the �rst � s.t.L� �1 L: (1.3)By the Shoen�eld absoluteness theorem these notions are absolute for every modelof ZFC. Jensen and Solovay, [8], have proved that it is consistent that there is a�12 singleton a such that every constructible real is recursive in a. Especially theconsistency of �13 > @L1 follows. Harrington proved [4], [5], that it is consistentthat being �1n is the same as being constructible, and hence that it is consistentthat �1n = @L1 . In this paper we will give various independence proofs for �13 and�14.In theorem 2.1 we present a set forcing construction for the independence of �13and �14. We show that although we can collapse any L cardinal to be countablein a �14 de�nable way, we cannot do the same for �13. The proof for �13 needssome de�nability of the collapsed cardinal. Our theorem 2.1 can also be provedby adapting the methods of [2], using the same assumptions on �.Theorem 3.1 proves that some limitations on the cardinals which can be col-lapsed to @0 by set forcing in a �13 way are necessary, although the assumptions intheorem 2.1 are not the best possible. We prove that there is an upper bound onDate: October 26, 1997. 1



2 AMIR LESHEM AND MENACHEM MAGIDORthe cardinals which can be collapsed to @0 in a �13 way by set forcing. As a con-sequence we prove the consistency relative to ZFC of the existence of non-trivial�13 singletons, a result �rst proved by Harrington.Theorem 4.1 shows that the problem of the independence of �13 can be solvedcompletely using class forcing. Every L cardinal can be forced to be a �13 de�nablecountable ordinal, moreover this de�nition is absolute to any set forcing. The samemethod proves that any real set generic over L can be forced to be a �13 real.2. Almost Disjoint Forcing and �13In this section we prove the following theorem :Theorem 2.1. Assume V = L then1) For every regular cardinal � such thatL�+ j= "� is �1 de�nable with no parameters"there exists a set generic real a s.t.(a) L[a] j= "a is a �12 singleton".(b) L[a] j= "There is a �13 de�nable well-ordering of ! of order type �".2) For every cardinal regular cardinal � there exists a set generic �13 singletona s.t.L[a] j= "There is a �14 de�nable well-ordering of ! of order type �":The proofs use the method of almost disjoint forcing. We collapse � to @0 bythe ordinary collapse, and use almost disjoint functions from � to � in order tocode the collapsing function either in a �13 or �14 way. The proof depends on thede�nability of �L in L@1 . The exposition follows the lines of [8]. Although thisresult is a variation on [8], we describe it in detail since the ideas involved will beused again in a new context, in section 4.2.1. The Almost Disjoint Functions. Let Coll(@0; �) be the usual Levy col-lapse of � to @0. We will add functions gi : � ! �, such that for every i wewill have relations Ti(x) and gi will be a witness for 9xTi(x). These relations willbecome �12 once we have collapsed �.Consider the following theory T ( for � a regular cardinal ):1) ZFC�.2) V = L.3) S�<� P (�) exists.4) Every ordinal has cardinality � �.Then L� j= T, moreover if x 2 H�+ there is a �, � � � � �+, such that x 2 L�and L� j= T. We shall use generic maps from � to �. Following [8] we shall de�nea family of �+ almost disjoint functions. Let P0 be given byP0 = ff j dom(f) � � < � and rng(f) � �g (2.1)



THE INDEPENDENCE OF �1n 3ordered by inclusion. The following lemma obviously holds :Lemma 2.2. Assume V = L, � < � < �+, and L� j= T then1) P0 2 L�.2) If p 2 P0 then there is G P0�generic over L� and p 2 G.Let hp� j � < �i be an enumeration of the members of P . Order �+ � � lexi-cographically. We build a sequence of submodels hM� j � < �+i and a family offunctions hf�;� j � < �+; � < �i satisfying :1) M� j= T is an increasing and continous sequence of models.2) For every �, � < M� \ On.3) Let < �; � > be the �'th member of �+ � �. Then f�;� : � ! � is P0�generic over M� and extends p�.Let M0 be the L�minimal model of T . The induction step follows easily usinglemma 2.2 for the successor step, choosing each time the L�minimal generic fover Mi and de�ning Mi+1 =Mi[f ]. At limit stages we de�neM� = [�<�M� (2.2)so continuity obviously holds.De�nition 2.1. Two functions f; g : �! � are called almost disjoint ifsupf� j f(�) = g(�)g < �: (2.3)If f : �! � is in L we de�neS(f)(�) = � , f�� is the �'th member of L�: (2.4)If f 6= g, then S(f); S(g) are almost disjoint. We de�ne relations Ti(x). Letf : �! � thenTi(f), 8� < �+(f is almost disjoint from S(f�;�) () � = i): (2.5)We must show that each Ti(f) becomes a �12 predicate in (i; f) after collapsing� to @0. Since every ordinal below �+ is in some countable transitive model of T ,using the fact that we built the sequence of f 's in a canonical way and hence if� 2M and M is transitive then f�;i = fM�;i , we can express Ti(f) as8x ��(x)!M j= �f \ fM�;� is bounded () � = i�� (2.6)where �(x) is the formula "x codes a countable transitive model M of T". The �rstpredicate in the implication is �11 while the second is �11 and hence the completepredicate is �12.



4 AMIR LESHEM AND MENACHEM MAGIDOR2.2. The Forcing. Now we de�ne a forcing notion Qi that adds a function f s.t.Ti(f).Qi = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
< q0; q1 > : 1: q0 : domq0 ! �; domq0 � �;otp(domq0) < �:2: q1 is a �nite set of pairs < f�;i; � >s.t. � < �+; � < �:3: If � 2 dom(q0); < f�;i; � >2 q1; � < �then q0(�) 6= S(f�;i)(�):4: j q1 j< �:

9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>; (2.7)
The order is < q0; q1 >�< q00; q01 > i� q0 � q00 and q1 � q01. Note that for us thelarger condition gives more information, following the Jerusalem tradition. Theq1 part of the condition is a set of commitments about future extensions of q. Forevery < f�;i; � >, any extension must be disjoint from f�;i above �. The followinglemma proves that this forcing notion adds a function satisfying Ti(f).Lemma 2.3. Let M j= ZFC + V = L, Qi be as above and G be an Qi�generic�lter over M . Let g = [fq0 j 9q1(< q0; q1 >2 G)g. ThenM [g] j= "g is a function ; g : �! �; and Ti(g)".Proof :a) dom(g) = �. The set D1� = f< q0; q1 >j � 2 dom(q0)g is a dense set. Forevery condition < q0; q1 > de�ne an extension by q00 = q0[ < �; � > where8f 2 q1 (� 6= S(f)(�)). Since q1 is �nite set, we are �nished.b) rng(g) = � is shown using a similar argument.c) M [g] j= Ti(g). We have to show that8� (f is almost disjoint from S(f�;�) () � = i) : (2.8)Let � be �xed.Assume that � = i. We have to show that g is almost disjoint from S(f�;i).Assume that supf� j S(f�;i)(�) = g(�)g = �: (2.9)Let G be a generic �lter. There is no condition q =< q0; q1 >2 G satisfying that(< f�;i; � >2 q1) since otherwise g will be almost disjoint from f�;i, but this isimpossible since the set D = f< q0; q1 >2 Qi j 9� (< f�;i; � >2 q1g) is dense.In order to prove the other direction assume that � 6= i and that g and S(f�;�)are almost disjoint. There is a condition q =< q0; q1 > s.t.q"g and S(f�;�) are a.d." (2.10)Let q � q0 satisfy q0�0 = supf� j g(�) = S(f�;�)(�)g (2.11)and let �1 = supf� j S(f�;i)(�) = S(f�;�)(�)g: (2.12)



THE INDEPENDENCE OF �1n 5Let �2 = max(�0; �1). De�ne q00 = hq00 [ f< �2 + 1; S(f�;�)(�2 + 1) >g ; q01i. Thenq00 2 Qi (2.13)and q00S(f�;�)(�2 + 1) = g(�2 + 1): (2.14)Hence q00�2 > �2 + 1 (2.15)and this is a contradiction.Let Q = Coll(@0; �), and let P =Qi<!Qi �Q be the �nite support product ofthe Qi's. Let gi be a generic for Qi, g a generic for Q. De�neN1 =M [g; < gi : i 2 ! >]: (2.16)Lemma 2.4. For every i, N1 j= Ti(gi).This follows from lemma 2.3, noting that Ti(x) is �12 in (i; x), since � has beencollapsed, and therefore upward absolute.Lemma 2.5. P satis�es the �+�chain condition.Before we prove the lemma we de�ne the notion of ��Knaster:De�nition 2.2. Let � be a regular cardinal. A partial order P is ��Knasterif every set of � many conditions has a subset of size � of pairwise compatibleconditions.The proof of the following proposition is similar to the proof for � = @1 in [9].Proposition 2.1. The product of two ��Knaster partial orders is ��KnasterUsing propostion 2.1 we prove lemma 2.5.Proof : Q is the collapse of � to @0. Therefore, since � = �<�, j Q j= �.Hence Q is trivially �+�Knaster. For i > 0 we get the same result by using thefact that two conditions with the same �rst coordinate are compatible and thatthere are �<� = � many choices for that part of the condition. Since �+�Knasteris productive (for �nite products) any �nite product of the Qi's is �+�Knaster.Moreover, since P is a length ! product with �nite support of the Qi's, it can beviewed as the direct limit of the �nite products 
Qi<kQijk < !�. Since the directlimit of �+�c.c. forcing is �+� c.c we have �nished the proof of the lemma.Let hg; < gn j n < ! >i be a generic sequence for P. By the previous lemmaL[g; hgn j n < !i] j= �+ = @1 (2.17)and by lemma 2.3 L[g; hgn j n < !i] j= 8n < !9xTn(x): (2.18)The following lemma is the main part of the proof.



6 AMIR LESHEM AND MENACHEM MAGIDORLemma 2.6. Let g0i = � 0 i = jgi i 6= jthen N j =M [g; hg0i : i 2 !i] j= :9xTj(x).Proof : Notice that if L � M � N and N j= Tj(x) and x 2 M thenM j= Tj(x). P factors as P = Qj � Rj, and hence wlog hg0iji < !i is generic forRj. Assume towards a contradiction that N j j= Tj(x). Let � be an Rj namefor x. Since P j= �+�c.c. we can assume wlog that Rj; � 2 H�+ = L�+ . Letp 2 Rj be so that pTj(�). Let M 0 be the L minimal transitive model satisfyingp; Rj; � 2 M 0 � L�+ and � � M 0. Note that M 0 = L� for some � < �+. Let� =M 0 \ On. Let p � p0 satisfyp0 "8� (S(f�;�) and � are almost disjoint () � = j)^� = supfjS(f�;j)() = �()g+ 1": (2.19)Let h0; : : : ; hm be the functions appearing in p0 not members of M 0. This is a�nite set since for each i, a condition in Qi contains �nitely many commitments,and the support of P is �nite. Note that since f�;j 62M 0 and Qj is not a componentof Rj we have f�;j 6= hi i = 0; : : : ; m: (2.20)Proposition 2.2. f�;j is P0�generic over M 0[h0; : : : ; hm].This is an easy consequence of the product lemma, using the fact that all thealmost disjoint functions have been chosen as generic over the L minimal modelcontaining the previous ones, and hence they are jointly generic for Pm+10 , whereP0 is the forcing de�ned in (2.1), and Pm0 is the product of m copies of P0.For each � let A� be the L minimal antichain deciding �(�). Since Rj j=�+�c.c., A� 2 L�+ and, since A� is de�nable from parameters in M 0, A� 2 M 0.Since � �M 0 we have hA�j� < �i 2M 0. Let N 0 =M [h0; : : : ; hm] and letY = f< �; � > j9q 2 A� (qkp0 and q�(�) = �)g (2.21)where pkq means that p is compatible with q.Proposition 2.3. Y 2 N 0.This follows from the fact that p0 2 N 0, and that the forcing and compatibilityrelations are de�nable in N 0.Proposition 2.4. sup f�j9� (< �; � >2 Y \ S(f�;j))g < �.This follows from the de�nition of p0. Note also that this computation can bedone inside N 0[f�;j], which is a Cohen generic extension of N 0.Proposition 2.5. There is a � < � such that if g is P0�generic over N 0 andf�;j�� = g�� then supfjS(g)() = �()g < �.



THE INDEPENDENCE OF �1n 7Proof : By the previous proposition and the remark following it, there is acondition q 2 P0 \N 0, s.t.q sup f�j9� (< �; � >2 Y \ S(f�;j))g < �: (2.22)Hence by the homogeneity of the Cohen forcing (P0) there is a � such that for anyg, P�generic over N 0, satisfying f�;j�� = g��q sup f�j9� (< �; � >2 Y \ S(g))g < �: (2.23)But since the set Y is the set of possible values for � above p0, the claim follows.To �nish the proof of the lemma choose a � such that1) � 6= j and f�;� does not appear in p0.2) f�;� extends f�;j��.3) f�;� is P0�generic over N 0.4) 9p00; � 0(p0 � p00 ^ � < � 0 ^ p00�(� 0) = S(f�;�)(� 0).A p00 as in clause (4) exists since pTj(�) and � 6= j. This contradicts proposition2.3.2.3. The �12 singleton. Now we can de�ne the real a and prove that it is a �12singleton.Since g is generic for the Levy collapseM [g] j=j � j= @0: (2.24)For every i 2 ! de�ne ai 2M [g; gi] by2r3s 2 ai $ g(r) < g(s)5r7s 2 ai $ gi(g(r)) = g(s): (2.25)Now we de�ne a real a using the reals < ai : i < ! >. Let fsj : j < !g be anenumeration of !<! such that every initial segment of sj appears before sj. Forevery j exactly one of 2j; 2j + 1 will be a member of a. Let bj = a2j if 2j 2 a andbj = a2j+1 if 2j + 1 2 a. Hence bj is de�ned once the j'th element of a is de�ned.Let 0 2 a.Assume that j > 0. Then sj is a sequence of length l > 0. Let sk be the initialsegment of sj of length l � 1. Therefore k < j and bk is de�ned. Let nj be thelast element of sj, and de�ne2j 2 a if nj 2 bk2j + 1 2 a otherwise.Lemma 2.7. j 2 a i� M [a] j= 9xTj(x).Proof : If j 2 a then bk = aj where j = bk2c. It is clear that bk is recursive ina since to know whether n 2 bk one should compute a j s.t. sj = sk̂n and check if



8 AMIR LESHEM AND MENACHEM MAGIDOR2j 2 a. Hence aj 2 M [a] and hence by lemma 2.3 and the absoluteness of Tj(aj)between M [aj ] and M [a] M [a] j= Tj(aj): (2.26)From the construction above it follows that there is a recursive function F suchthat for every j 2 a n 2 aj i� F (j; n) 2 a: (2.27)If j 62 a then we can construct a inside N j =M [g; < g0k : k < ! >] whereg0k = � 0 if i = jgi if i 6= j (2.28)Hence M [a] � N j and using the second part of the main lemma 2.6 and theabsoluteness between M [a] and N jM [a] j= :9xTj(x): (2.29)We still have to prove that a is a �12 singleton. We will show that S(i; x) theconjunction of the following three predicates is �12.1) i > 0.2) If R = f< r; s >j 2r3s 2 xg then R is a well-ordering of ! of order type �.3) Let �g : ! �= � be an isomorphism of < !;R > with � and leth = f< �g(r); �g(s) >j 5r7s 2 xg: (2.30)Then h is a function and Ti(h).Note that S(i; x) satis�es the following properties :1) 8i > 0 S(i; ai).2) If M [a] j= Ti(ai) and i > 0 then i 2 aUsing S, we can de�ne a by the following de�nition :8j 2 ! (2j 2 a () 2j + 1 62 a)^[(j 2 a ^ x =fnjF (j; n) 2 a g)!S(j; x)] (2.31)where F is the recursive reconstruction function described in the proof that foreach j 2 a, aj 2 L[a]. From lemma 2.7 it follows that any b satisfying the secondclause in the above de�nition is a subset of a. By the �rst clause it follows nowthat b = a. Let � be the �12 formula de�ning a. The well-ordering of ! of ordertype �, is now a �13 real de�ned by 9y (�(y) ^ x = f< r; s >j 2r3s 2 yg) which is�13, and by 8y (�(y)!x = f< r; s >j 2r3s 2 yg) which is �13.The �rst predicate of S is obviously �12.Consider the relation R = f< r; s >: 2r3s 2 xg: (2.32)We shall prove that the statement "R is a well-ordering of ! of order type �" isa �12 statement. The fact that R is a well-ordering of ! is a �11 formula. �L hasa �11 de�nition in L�+ . By the �+�c.c. of Q, after the forcing, �+ = @1, and



THE INDEPENDENCE OF �1n 9since a codes a generic collapse of � to !, this is also true in M [a]. Therefore thefollowing statement holds :L@1 j= 	(�) ^ 8� < �(:	(�)): (2.33)where 	 is the formula de�ning � in L�+. Using reals coding countable modelsthis can be translated to a �12 formula. We just have to say:8x [�(x)!M j= 	(�) ^ 8� < �(:	(�))] (2.34)where again �(x) is the formula "x codes a countable transitive model M of T".The fact that the third predicate is a �12 predicate is the same as in [8] using thefact that the second predicate is �12.If we want to change �14 we just have to remember that every � is the �rstordinal which satis�es the following �2 formula in (L�+ ;2) :8�9f(f : �! � is onto ): (2.35)Hence using the same argument as before we can force a �14 well-ordering of ! oforder type �. 3. The Upper Bound for �13In this section we prove the following theorem :Theorem 3.1. There exist an ordinal � s.t. no set forcing can force �13 > �.Proof : Assume to the contrary that for every � we have a partially orderedset P� s.t. V P� j= � � �13 . For every � we have two formulas, ��(n) a �13 formula,and  �(n) a �13 formula s.t.V P� j= fnj��(n)g codes a well-ordering of ! of length � (3.1)and V P� j= 8n [��(n)$  �(n)] : (3.2)Let �1 < �2 be cardinals satisfying j P�1 j< �2 and (��1 ;  �1) = (��2 ;  �2) = (�;  ).Since P�2 collapses �2 to @0 it adds a generic to the usual Levy collapse of j P�1 jto @0 and hence by a well-known theorem [7, pp. 277{288] it adds a generic toevery forcing of power j P�1 j. Let g2 be a generic for P�2 and let g1 be a genericfor P�1 inside V [g2]. Since � is a �13 and  is �13 formula we obtain by the upwardsabsoluteness of �13 thatV [g2] j= fnjV [g1] j= �(n)g � fnj�(n)g (3.3)and V [g2] j= fnjV [g1] j= : (n)g � fnj: (n)g : (3.4)Hence V [g2] j= fnjV [g1] j= �(n)g = fnj�(n)g : (3.5)This contradicts the fact that � de�nes a real, coding a well-ordering of ! of length�2, in the generic extension V [g2].



10 AMIR LESHEM AND MENACHEM MAGIDORWe say that a �13 singleton is non-trivial if it is not a �13 singleton. Notice thatevery �13 singleton is a �13 singleton by the following proposition which is folklore:Proposition 3.1. The following are equivalent for a real a :1. fag is �13.2. fag is �13.3. f(m;n)ja(m) = ng is �13.4. f(m;n)ja(m) = ng is �13.Proof : 1)2 is trivial.2)3. Let 	 be a de�nition of fag. Then a(m) = n () 9x(	(x) ^ x(m) = n).3)4. a(m) 6= n i� 9k(k 6= n ^ a(m) = k). Since a(m) = k is �13, this de�nitionis also �13.4)1. Assume that a(m) = n is �13. Then x = a i� 8m8n(x(m) = n () a(m) =n). So fag is �13.Also by a theorem of Solovay every constructible real is recursive in 0], so thatin the presence of 0# every real of L is a �13 real. As a consequence of our forcingtogether with the existence of an upper bound we obtain the following :Corollary 3.1. It is consistent relative to ZFC that there is a non-trivial �13 sin-gleton.Proof : Let � be large enough s.t. no set forcing can make �13 > �. Let P bea forcing notion that collapses � to @0 s.t. there is a �13 singleton a coding thiscollapse. Then a is a non-trivial �13 singleton.4. The class forcing constructionIn this section we prove the following theorem :Theorem 4.1. For every L cardinal � there is an L de�nable class forcing P s.t.if G is a P�generic �lter over L thena) L[G] j=j � j= @0.b) In L[G] there is a �12 singleton a coding a collapse of � to @0 such thatL[G] = L[a].The proof will actually giveTheorem 4.2. For every real x such that x is an L generic real there is an Lde�nable class forcing Px and a Px�generic �lter Gx such thatL[Gx] j= x has a �13 de�nition :



THE INDEPENDENCE OF �1n 11Proof : The proof follows the �12 singleton construction of R. David [3] togetherwith the idea of [8] for coding a collapse. First we use an extension of David'sforcing notion, to force ! many new reals such that each real satis�es another new�12 relation. Then we collapse � and use the ideas of section 2 to build from thesereals a new �12 singleton, which also recursively codes the collapse. The basicidea of the construction of the new �12 relations is to use Suslin trees and to codegeneric branches through these trees using a version of the "coding the universe"forcing. Then we use condensation properties of the Suslin trees to de�ne thegenerics using countable models.4.1. The Coding of the Universe. In this subsection we describe the mainforcing of [3]. We also present the main conclusions regarding this forcing.De�nition 4.1. Let � be a cardinal. For each � � � < �+ de�ne by induction
�i�ji � !�: �0� = sup�� [ f�!� j� � � < �g	 :�i+1� = the least � > �i� such that1) L� j= ZF� + 8x(jxj � �).2) If � is a successor cardinal then cf(�) = �.�!� = sup ��i�ji < !	 :For each limit cardinal  in L, and for each n < ! we de�ne a +n+2 closedSuslin tree T (; n) on +n+2. The construction is the same as Jensen's origi-nal construction where at limit ordinals � of co�nality +n+1 we choose minimalgenerics over L�1� .The trees de�ned as above have the following important properties :1) If � is an ordinal such that L� j= ZF�+ there is a largest cardinal, and8� < �8i � !(�i� < �)then the trees T (; n) can be de�ned in L� using the same de�nition as inV , for every  such thatL� j=  is a limit cardinal and +n+2 exists.2) If � < � 0 and both satisfy (1) and L� and L�0 have the same cardinals then{ T�(; n) = T�0(; n) if +n+2 is not the largest cardinal.{ T�(; n) = T�0(; n) \ � if L� j= +n+2 is the largest cardinal.Now we divide the double successor cardinals into ! many classesCn = f+n+2 :  is a limit cardinal in Lg :For each of these classes let P (n) be the following version of coding the universe.De�nition 4.2. Let ! � � be a cardinal. S� is the following :(1) If � 62 Cn then s 2 S� i� s : [�; l(s))!2, l(s) < �+ and for every � � l(s) :



12 AMIR LESHEM AND MENACHEM MAGIDORa) s�� 2 L�1� .b) 8� (L�(s��) j= �(�; �; s��)!�(�; �; s��))where �(�; �; s��) is "ZF� + � = �++ There is a greatest cardinal+8i � !8�(�i� exists )" and �(�; �; s��) is "when s�� is decoded by Jensen'smethod, a co�nal branch is found in each T�(; n) such that L� j= " is alimit cardinal and +n+2 exists".(2) If � = +n+2 then (a) above is replaced by :a') s�Z0 is a branch in T�(; n).a") s�� 2 L�1� (s�Z0 \ �)where Z� = f(�; �)j� 2 Ong and (:; :) is Godel's pairing function.The forcing for coding the universe is de�ned now the same way as in [1].De�nition 4.3. For a cardinal � and s 2 S�+ , Rs is the set of pairs (r; _r) suchthat1) r 2 S�2) (r; _r) codes s as in [1].Finally Q(n) = P (n)�Rs, where P (n) is the forcing for coding the universe intoa subset of !1 using the above de�nitions of S� and Rs and Rs is a P (n)�namefor the ordinary Solovay almost disjoint forcing for coding the generic of P (n)with almost disjoint functions chosen generically to ensure that if r = s \ � thenthe decoding of the generic for coding s by a real up to � will decode r. Theextendibility and distributivity of Q(n) are proved as in [3]. The following is aneasy consequence similar to lemma 2.3.1 in [3].Lemma 4.3. Let M be a model of V = L. Let N be MP (n) . Then there is a realan � ! such that N satis�es :1) ZF + V = L[an].2) 8�8� < !1 if L�(an) j= "ZF�+� = !1", then if you decode an by Solovay'smethod into a subset An � � and if you decode An inside L�(An) usingJensen's method you �nd a branch through every T�(; n) such that L� j= "is a limit cardinal and +n+2 exists".Let hgi : i < !i be Qn<!Q(n) generic over M , and let M1 = M [hgi : i < !i].The extendibility and distributivity argument are the same as in [3]. Note thatfor the chain condition argument we can factor the forcing asQ = (Yn<!P (n)) �Yn<!Rsn (4.1)where sn are names for the generics for the P (n)'s, and Rsn are names for thealmost disjoint forcing for coding each sn by a subset of !. The following lemmawhich is similar to lemma 2.3.4 of [3] is the analog of lemma 2.4.



THE INDEPENDENCE OF �1n 13Lemma 4.4. Let  be a limit cardinal, b a �nite subset of !, and n 2 b. LetN =MQm 62bQ(m), where M j= V = L. Then N j= "T (; n) is Suslin".Once again the only case not proved in [3] is the last case of the almost disjointforcing. However this case is identical to the case of a cardinal � not of the form+n+2 in the original forcing.4.2. The �12 singleton. We now de�ne the �12 relations Tn(x) needed for ourcoding scheme from section 2.De�nition 4.4. Tn(x) is the statement :8� < � < !1 if L�(x) j= "ZF� + V = L + � = !1+ 8�8i < ! ��i� exists �",then if you decode x using Solovay's method into a subset An � � and if youdecode An inside L�(An) using Jensen's method you �nd a branch through everyT�(; n) such that L� j= " is a limit cardinal and +n+2 exists".Since we have only one unbounded universal quanti�er over subsets of H!1 thisstatement is equivalent to a �12 statement.Let Q be Coll(!; �). Let g be a real coding a Q� generic over M1. Work insideM1[g] =M [g; hgiji < !i]:For each n de�ne an =< g; gn > where < :; : > is a recursive pairing functionon !. De�ne now a from the sequence < anjn < ! > as in subsection 2.3. Thelemmas needed are the following.Lemma 4.5. j 2 a i� M [a] j= 9xTj(x).Proof : If j 2 a then by the same argument as in lemma 2.7, aj 2M [a]. Nowby lemma 4.3 M [a] obviously satis�es Tj(aj).If j 62a then as before a 2 N j =M �
a0jjj < !��, wherea0n = � an n 6= j0 n = j: (4.2)Now by lemma 4.4 N j j= :9xTj(x), by taking countable submodels of H� for� large enough to know that there are no branches through T (; j). By thedownward absoluteness of �13, M [a] j= :9xTj(x). Since forcing with Q does notadd a branch to any T (; n) for  > �+, Tj(x) must continue to fail in this model.Now the de�nition of a is8j 2 ! (2j 2 a () 2j + 1 62 a)^[(j 2 a ^ x =fnjF (j; n) 2 a g)!S(j; x)] (4.3)where F is the recursive function de�ned in 2.27 and S(j; x) () Tj(x).In order to code an arbitrary real which is set generic over L we use the followingvariation. Let x � ! be an S�generic over L, and jSj = �. Forcing with Sde�nitely preserves cardinals above 22jSj. Hence for any �nite b � !, Qi 62bQi � S
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